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THE PICTURE

Dads in the Picture is an organisation of like-minded fathers, who saw a need for fathers to play an active role in
the lives of children. A few like-minded fathers
shared ideas around the current role of men and
what was needed to improve it. The vision of
Dads in the Picture is to Encourage every dad to
take responsibility in the upbringing of children
in a safe environment.
.
We provide a platform to

.

help fathers reconnect with their children in a
non-intimidating, non-intrusive environment,
allowing all men to engage on all issues affecting
them and their children. The organization has a set of events scheduled annually, and we hope that fathers can
use these as an opportunity to show both the child and the
mother that they really want to be actively involved in the
children’s lives.
As an organization we actively oppose all
forms of abusive behaviour towards women
and children. Strict guidelines around our
Meshack N Kekana (Chairman), Neo M.
code of conduct have been drafted and made available to
Matsunyane (Secretary), Sello Ngope (Treasurer)
all members. The guidelines are strictly adhered to and these
and Thabo Mojapelo (Events Coordinator)
affect membership which is reviewed annually. We support
other initiatives such the UN’s EVAWG. We are in discussion with existing institutions to establish a support
system for dads to use in case they are faced with challenges in their journey to become DADS in the Picture!
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Interview:
9:00am on 7th November
Dads in the Picture
visited Unisa Radio at their
Studio in Sunnyside, Pretoria,
Gauteng

http://radio.unisa.ac.za

2nd Picnic
Dad & Family
@ Zoo Lake,
Johannesburg,
Gauteng
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March 23rd 2013
Zwartkops Resort, Wierda
Road, Centurion, Pretoria
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